INVITATION

The Department of Botany, University of Kerala is observing World Environment Day on 5th June 2021 (From 9:30 AM). The meeting will be held online. We kindly request your presence in this meeting.

JOIN WITH US ON GOOGLE MEET
https://meet.google.com/qbs-ahwp-cbc

PROGRAMMES
FROM 9:30ONWARDS
PRAYER: SRUTHI S JAYAN
WELCOME SPEECH - VISHNU HARI H
INAUGRAL ADDRESS - DR. T.S.SWAPNA
PROFESSOR AND HEAD DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY
POSTER PRESENTATION ON ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION - ARYA M.R.
RESEARCH SCHOLAR

TALK ON SUNDERLAL BAHGUNA, A HIMALAYAN VOICE EMBRACING NATURE AND JUSTICE - DEEPTHI R M
RESEARCH SCHOLAR

VIDEO PRESENTATION ON ENVIRONMENT RESTORATION AND REJUVENATION - FIRST YEAR MSC GENETICS AND PLANT BREEDING STUDENTS

NEWS BULLETIN ON POSITIVE IMPACT ON ENVIRONMENT RESTORATION DURING COVID-19 - MPHIL SCHOLARS.

LAUNCH OF E-MAGAZINE 'VRIHTIKA'
'THE SILENT SAVIORS OF NATURE' - A BRIEF HISTORY OF ENVIRONMENTALISTS - CHANDANA. R AND PRASANTH RESEARCH SCHOLARS

QUIZ RESULTS OF MJEDISI 2K21
VOTE OF THANKS: SAFWANA SAJID AHAMED